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FAMILIAL MUSE
curated by

BRIANNA LEE

Visual art is our process of exploring subjects that add deeper meaning to our
lives as artists. For some of us, our muse or inspiration comes naturally from our
relationships with our families or our culture, ancestry or family traditions. Our
personal narratives inform our work, even on a subconscious level.
This selection of works embodies the concept of family as muse, inspired
by the people, objects or traditions that are meaningful and symbolic to the
artists. I selected these paintings because they reach beyond their subject
matter and engage us in a psychological narrative revealing a part of the artists’
personal lives.
Marianna Foster’s The God of Wealth portrays a young boy about to walk
on a path of gold star balloons floating in a pool of water, holding a dollar sign
balloon in his arm. There appears to be some hesitation, whether by the subject or
on our part as the viewers. The painting is beautifully composed as a cautionary
tale of the precariousness of pursing material wealth.
Alexandra Tyng’s painting The Grandmothers and Arina Gordienko’s
Wisdom pay tribute to their ancestors and the influence they’ve had on their
identity as artists. Both works express a reverence and psychological intensity in
the gaze as the subjects look out at us.
Not all narratives in this selection of works are figurative. Two still-lives,
The Beauty of Shabbat by Nanette Fluhr and Portrait of My Father by Laurence
O’Toole, both portray inanimate objects as “symbolic portraits” of the people
and traditions they belong to. Through the illumination and careful arrangement
of these objects, you can sense the artist’s fondness and love for the people and
traditions they represent.
Looking at this body of work as a whole, a subtle theme about our mortality
emerges and reminds us that what we leave behind is carried forward through
our traditions, memories, family and immortalized in work that we create.
ALEXANDRA TYNG
The Grandmothers
40" x 30" oil on linen
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1. CLAUDIA KAAK
Laura
31.5" x 23.6" oil on canvas
2. LAURENCE O’TOOLE
Portrait of My Father
16" x 16" oil on linen
3. NANETTE FLUHR
The Beauty of Shabbat
16" x 20" oil on canvas
4. ARINA GORDIENKO
Wisdom
23" x 16" graphite pencil on paper
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Return

The gate lets me out without a sound.			
I slip off the sandals, place my feet
in the sand among the pines. I sense
roughness of timber, warmth of milk
squirted into a tin pail, sweetness of jasmine
bush in bloom. I am almost there.
But a black throng of gnats encircles my head,
leads me onto a briar field
where an animal creeps along the edge.
Go back, I will myself—
back to my footprints 		

1. JUDY TAKÁCS
Baby’s in Black
36" x 48" oil on canvas

among pine cones, splinters, white specks.
At the gate the gnats disappear.
For a split instant I almost see what I long for.

2

2. ELLEN STARR LYON
My Houseplants
30" x 40" oil on canvas
3. HEATHER BRUNETTI
Precipice
20" x 16" oil on board

DANUTA E. KOSK-KOSICKA
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1. CHRISTINA RAMOS
The Fifth Quarter
36" x 18" acrylic on canvas
2. MARIANNA FOSTER
The God of Wealth
36" x 24" oil on canvas
3. FRANCIEN KRIEG
Next Generations
12" x 15" oil on panel

FAMILIAL MUSE

In your dream,
you bob your father’s jab before

He has an appraiser’s eye

your right hook drops him. Before you trip him up

for spotting the worst in everything -

when he runs for his gun - the one he said

like the party you and your wife hosted:

he’d blow you away with if you ever hit him.

your home full of good food and friends,
everyone fed and happy

You hit him again after taking a knee,
nursing a hatred you once pushed away

except your father, who complained about

like the beer he let you sip before you gagged.

your wife’s shorts being too short:
Dreaming

how it was inappropriate she bent
You remember him laughing and saying

at the waist instead of at the knees.
America’s Bad Dream

it’s an acquired taste. At 12, you knew
you’d never learn to love something so disgusting.

He complained about your barking dog

If clouds are the dreams that God once had

outside, complained about the house you bought

and then forgot,

But every embarrassment was a forced sip

without consulting him,

A foreign car driver

with your father there, laughing -

the house that drove him to stop

lights into the homeless

do the clouds themselves dream

like that camping trip with your cousins.

talking to you for six months.

squeegee man, America,

as they billow from shape to shape

“Everybody knows
He called you a retard

He’d keep you from getting up

your life’s nothing but a husk

across the landscape of sky?

for pouring him hot Coke and

if he could. That’s what he told your brother,

with a center full of fleeing,

And if leaves

threatened to throw it on you

that’s how you know this.

eh, husky, eh?
you dog lazing in dust,

are the dreams that trees have,

But this is your dream, the one where

with gleam patches for teeth

do the leaves—maple or oak-- dream   

That smart mouth stoked his desire

you watch a childhood bully cower -

and cartoons for emotion,”

to knock you down and pound your chest

that moment filling you with

and America responds

on their way from branch to hard ground

when you try to get up.

a twisted type of triumph.

by leaping on the windshield,

before the raking, the burning?

when you said he didn’t ask for ice.

not envisioning splatter
Wasn’t he Cronus attempting to

That’s how Zeus must’ve felt

as the stranger’s fast wiper

If all the dreams we ever dreamed

keep you from besting him,

surviving his father’s appetite

patoofs America off road forever,

came home,

how he plays down

and jailing him to the underworld.

a future in spangles, amnesia.
could we journey forever

your accomplishments?

through the long corridors of sleep?

Which is where your father fell,
so far from Grace he squints
when he looks up at you.

ALAN KING

MARTIN BROWN

L I N DA PA STA N

DIFFICULT
SUBJECTS
curated by

JUDY TAKÁCS

The Dreams that Shake Me Awake

How might I name the thunder
rumbling inside the landscape of my heart,
the nightmares that shake me awake?
And dare I follow those threads?
What if they weave a rope
rising high into a bell tower?
And what if the bell urges me to remember
the reverberations still within?
What if it rings out, “pull hard, pull hard!”
What then?

DIEGO VELÁZQUEZ
El bufón Calabacillas (1635–39)
41.9" x 32.5" oil on canvas
Source:
Wikipedia Commons, Museo del Prado, public domain

MICHAEL S. GLASER

The final painting in this section, Heirs and Protectors, by Alexandra Tyng, was
a slam-dunk to appear in Difficult Subjects.
The first one, Belle Fille, by John Carlson was a tougher call.
To inspire artists for the theme, I referenced Diego Velasquez’ profoundly
painted portraits of court dwarfs and jesters. Muses with differences in ability,
gender, age, mental status and all aspects of physical appearance were considered.
I looked for portraits that hit the sweet spot where the artist has honestly
captured the subject, leaning neither towards normalizing flattery or misguided
caricature.
Tyng’s Heirs and Protectors checks every box. Three brothers, one with
profound non-verbal autism, are honored for who they are and the future roles
they will inherit. Diego Velasquez’ paintings of the marginalized from his day
could not have bested the unsentimental and regal dignity that Tyng captures in
the brothers who posed for Heirs and Protectors.
Similarly, Wilson Ong’s Chrysalis exquisitely twists the atrophied limbs of
his subject with profound grace.
Nancy Bea Miller’s Young M is simply a beautiful boy; who incidentally,
obviously and poignantly also has Down Syndrome.
And, to look at Linda Harris Reynold’s Berger Brothers, one might overlook
profound intelligence delays in the younger one. We suspect it, but are disarmed
by how tenderly he is painted.
Difficult Subjects was designed to honor the heartfelt paintings that take up
great space in our artistic souls… and in our closets… and to honor the people
who fall outside the bounds of traditional youthful beauty.
Elizabeth Barden presents a powerful woman of influence who lives with
alopecia areata. More importantly though, Game Changer: Raelene Castle is the
first woman ever to oversee a national rugby organization.

DIFFICULT
SUBJECTS

Francien Krieg paints an aging body whose scars and missing breast painfully
exhibit her history. Nonetheless, the subject of Soft Glory is a fighter, wielding
her axe with a gleam in her eye.
Whether fully clothed or fully nude, both Barden and Kreig honor women
of strength and courage without superimposed sexuality or “tasteful” female
shyness.
Laura Spector’s Doubting questions our societal complicity in doubting
the testimony of those who know themselves. Cruel gashes from the biblical
Doubting Thomas story are inflicted on the painted body cast of a woman headed
for the final phases of gender transition surgery. A life-size record of her former
body, the penis shown has now been surgically removed and reconfigured to
become a vagina.
And Claudia Kaak’s Untitled gives us an intimate view of a tender, endof-life moment. We look into the face of the loved one, and also into the abyss
beyond.
Whether 2D or 3D, all the works I have talked about so far are painted with
the nuanced brushstrokes of realism so characteristic to PoetsArtists works.
John Carlson’s portrait, Belle Fille, however, is not.
Now, as a curator and art lover, I cast a wider net of appreciation than strict
realism. To me, Karen Kaapke’s beautifully tortured anatomy is as emotive as the
most sensitive Velasquez portrait. Egon Scheile’s impeccably drafted scrawls of
sexuality and suffering, to me, stand shoulder to shoulder with the finest Colleen
Barry atelier masterwork.
But I also know that popping a painting like Belle Fille into a luxurious
PoetsArtists book of juicy realist masterworks exposes it like a raw wound.
Belle Fille, however, is also the kind of
portrait that shocked the 19th Century into
the 20th Century. And, when I first saw
Carlson’s difficult subject, quietly posing
without pretentions, she reminded me of
Van Gogh’s La Berceuse.

VINCENT WILLEM VAN GOGH
La Berceuse (1889)
36.5" x 29" oil on canvas
Source:
Wikipedia Commons, Metropolitan Museum of Art, public domain
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1. JOHN CARLSON
Belle Fille
20" x 16" oil & charcoal on canvas
2. WILSON ONG
Chrysalis
40" x 30" oil

2

The scales were finally tipped, however, by my youngest son, a college
freshman film major. Wanting to start a conversation with some weight to it, I
showed him my choices for the Difficult Subjects issue. I was especially struck
by what he said about Carlson’s Belle Fille.
He said, “Mom, I know this isn’t the normal kind of portrait you like [he’s
seen me drool over many a Sargent and Beaux at every museum we’ve ever
visited], but, I really like it. [Why?] It looks like her family has dressed her up
and posed her in this formal way because they expect her to be the “belle fille”
[a beautiful girl… he takes French] and though she’s trying to play that role, she
carries the pain in her eyes.”
I was floored by his empathetic response. It was all the affirmation I needed
to include it… damn the rawness… that’s what Difficult Subjects is all about.
Thank you to all who dared to expose your own raw wounds and honored me
by entering Difficult Subjects.

1
1. NANCY BEA MILLER
Young M
16" x 12" oil on canvas

3

2. LINDA HARRIS REYNOLDS
The Berger Brothers
20" x 26" pastel on paper
3. ELIZABETH BARDEN
The Game Changer: Raelene Castle
48" x 30" acrylic on linen
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1. FRANCIEN KRIEG
Soft Glory
40" x 31" oil on linen
2. LAURA SPECTOR
Doubting
28" x 17.5" x 7.5" plaster polymer & foam
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3. CLAUDIA KAAK
Untitled (Series 8, Nr. 2)
35.4" x 23.6" oil on canvas
4. ALEXANDRA TYNG
Heirs and Protectors
36" x 48" oil on linen
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I am not The Caravan Girl

Mi nombre no es Caravana
Madre, por favor,

Mother, please,

		

no me arrastres detrás de esa caravana.

do not drag me behind the Caravan.

No quiero ser La Niña de la Caravana.

No me hagas saltar el muro,

I am not The Caravan Girl.

Do not make me climb the wall,

el Himalaya de nuestro maldito destino,

the Himalayas on the road of this evil journey,

No!

el paredón de ejecución, mi infancia arrugada.

I am not!

the wall of execution, my lost childhood.

Mi nombre es María Francisca Vasco Guerrera.

No me persigas, asesino de mi difunto padre,

My name is Maria Francisca Vasco Guerrera.

Do not chase me, Man,

para apaciguar tu rencor, tu furor

murderer of my dead father,

por ser la hija del hombre,

Baptized with the divine verses,

for being me the daughter of the man,

Me bautizaron con los versos divinos,

quien te ha acompañado.

like pink petals of roses,

who met you and served you,

como los pétalos rosados de la aurora,

Ese padre que me abandonó

I heard the crystal water whispering from Heaven:

“El Rey de la Droga “.

agua cristal susurrante del Cielo.

sin un pálpito del corazón,

Maria Francisca.

no me dejó ni dinero ni sueño.
Madre,

That man--”my father”, abandoned me
Mother,

without a second glace.

no quiero dejar las piedrecitas

Suplico a Dios que me lleve de un soplo

I miss the shiny, round pebbles

He didn´t leave me a single penny

redondas del riachuelo detrás de la casa

de la caravana;

under the stream behind our adobe house,

or a drop of dream.

— mi mejor “playground” como lo llaman los del Norte.

que me borre con relámpagos

-- my dear “playground” as it is called in the North.

I am helpless as the lost air,

de esa jornada malvada, destinada

to soothe

No quiero abandonar a mi vieja Luna,

hacia el muro, hacia el odio,

I do not want to leave behind my darling Luna,

la vaca anciana, que me murmura días y noche

el desprecio.

the old cow, who watches me day and night
with her big tearful eyes as my eternal grandma.

con sus ojos lagrimosos de la abuela eterna.
Que me devuelvan, Dios mío,

your fury, your debt.
I beg the mercy of God,
take me away, with a single blow,

No quiero pisar mil millas de rocas,

mi nombre verdadero:

I do not want to step on millions of rocks,

from the caravan;

para comer esos pollitos fritos,

María Francisca Vasco Guerrera.

thousands of miles,

erase me with thunder

just to eat tasteless fried chickens,

from the surface of the journey,

old chewy wooden legs.

this monster who is holding my hands

patas de madera chupada.
No me llamo
La Niña de la Caravana.

Me están llamando

towards the wall, towards the hatred,

mis tortillas calentitas y doradas,

My warm and golden tortillas are calling me,

que huelen a las manos de la abuela,

Mother.

a mi monte Serrara, a mi vaca,

They smell of the hands of my abuela,

Please give it back to me, dear God,

a mis tatarabuelos bajados de las Chiapas,

of my mountain Serrara, my cow,

my name,

my great grandparents

María Francisca Vasco Guerrera.

the End.

who came down from jungles in Yucatán.
I am not
The Girl of the Caravan!

XUHUA LUCIA LIANG

XUHUA LUCIA LIANG
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1. SVETLANA
SOKOLOVSKAYA
Temptress
47.2" x 39.4" oil on canvas

2

2. JACQUES BODIN
Le Tourbillon Végétal
40" x 40" oil on canvas

VARIETY

3. VIKTORIA SAVENKOVA
Blue 2
47.2" x 39.4" oil on canvas

curated by

4. BELINDA EATON
Man with Flowers
45.5" x 35" acrylic on canvas

WALT MORTON

5. TINA SPRATT
I Can’t Forget
24" x 16" oil on lnien
6. SOFIA ZULUAGA
Tangled
11.8" x 15.8" oil on panel
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Landscape X of Human Design

We purchase shroud by the square feet
with no intended purpose.
Stretch taut one piece over pine,
splash black paint across metaphors for longing.

MULTIPLE
FIGURES
curated by

GAYLE MADEIRA

Dotted yellow quarter notes cower in the background,
understudies for sunflowers.
Tiny theories of confluence posit
body against body, decay versus ash.
We unzip the carnivorous teeth of a bag,
disengaging memory from motion.
We lift the body, slipping the feet inside
followed by the head.
How shall we remember these skeletal breaths?
A love in retrograde?
Or the corpse I am now,
walking backwards in a dream?

LE HINTON

The surprising result of the dissection and deconstruction which the modern
art movement put narrative through, as meat is put through a grinder, is that it
emerged, butterfly-like, with new life breathed into it. Freed from prior constraints
such as strict conventions of composition and theme, narratives are being woven
by new realism artists in a delightful combining of modern methods with the
solid technical prowess that was suppressed for many decades.
In this collection of multiple figure narratives, we find themes emerge like
fighting or striving as in Alexandra Tyng’s Scavengers or in Nikki Schiro’s Nikki
Judy Christofano. Breaking free as in Leo Plaw’s Big-Leap or Luz-Mary Harris’
Emerging. Helping one another, resting, or working together as in Anna Wypych’s
The Vestals Protectors of Inner Fire, Kimberly Dow’s Guardians or Junyi Liu’s
Beauty Won’t Hurt You. Or all of the above as in Christina Mastrangelo’s Know
Not Thy Pending Fate.
In Viktoria Savenkova’s Perseids, the title of the painting takes part in the
narrative-making process. This is a typical device in contemporary art, but the
work often lacks value without artspeak. This painting, however, stands solidly
on its own. I found myself wondering if the three women are somehow listening
to the meteor shower, or were they shading their eyes to view it? My brain cycled
between those viewpoints and the others I came up with before reading the title,
which ended up bringing many flavors into the overall stew.
It is refreshing and invigorating to watch realism artists pairing the new with
the old to make it new again.

MULTIPLE
FIGURES
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1. ALEXANDRA TYNG
Scavengers
60" x 60" oil on linen
2. NIKKI SCHIRO
Nikki Judy Christofano
72" x 66" pastel & acrylic on linen
3. LEO PLAW
Big-Leap
39.5" x 31.5" oil on canvas
4. LUZ-MARY HARRIS
Emerging
59" x 50" x 18" aqua resin w/bronze patina
5. ANNA WYPYCH
The Vestals – Protectors of the Inner Fire
27.5" x 39.5" oil on canvas

2

MULTIPLE
FIGURES
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1. KIMBERLY DOW
Guardians
33" x 43" oil on linen
2. JUNYI LIU
Beauty Won’t Hurt You
18" x 24" oil on linen
3. CHRISTINA MASTRANGELO
Know Not Thy Pending Fate
45" x 62" oil on canvas
4. VIKTORIA SAVENKOVA
Perseids
47.2" x 39.4" oil on canvas

2

Dream Dairy

4/03/00

All our lives we’ve walked through the vast garden of images

When you fall into dream,

our senses picking, picking – filling their baskets.

You are the country – the earth,
the grass, the cows ruminating

Other images have stuck to us of themselves like burrs.

over deep bovine philosophies.

Still more have burrowed tick-like into our flesh.

You are the ego walking down the lane
that is also yourself, as are the clouds

Sometimes, after just waking, we wonder – what is the story?

the sky, the sun, and you are

It’s as if we sat in that garden, comfortable, on a

the observer above all watching
the whole of creation which is,

rock, watching all that we have sensed spread out before us all

of course, yourself.

at once, on memory’s picnic cloth.

4/04/00

There is no story here. Just what is, what is to us

And yet. – this morning we go

and no other. Only when we get up and begin

beyond that closed country.
to walk again does the story leap out
What knelt by your bed whispering

of its rabbit hole to say, – follow me.

the dream in your ear?
4/16/00
What reached out with a hard/soft hand
buffeting, caressing?

Rainy night, gray morning - the dreams
that came my way did not stay. I was a way
station, an inn, and they took shelter. I see

What thinks your thoughts

them as magi, the certain ones, going to where

so you can listen?

something new will be born. They left for pay
a sense of shining, the gold in the tree leaf above

4/07/00

the old people’s home, the shimmer of Mrs. O’Leary

We wake, try to catch a dream – a confusion of images, only

in her rain hat as she pushes her shopping cart

our notation gives a kind of coherence.

down Budd Avenue to the supermarket.

Some mornings, our lives feel that way – a blather
of perception bound together bound by our lifeline.

NILS PETERSON

1. VERONICA WINTER
Self Portrait Facing 40
16" x 20" oil on panel

1

2. SARAH LACY
Blueberries Flourish Where
Forest Fires Have Beens
16" x 16" oil on linen

MY SELF

3. PATRICE ROBINSON
A Tug of War and Religion
33" x 43" oil

curated by
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JEN BROWN

Self-portraits are some of the most challenging artworks to create. We all have
ideas about who we are and how we look, and our perception of ourselves is
different from others’ perception of us. Often we try to hide our vulnerabilities
and mask our true selves, but these artists have all revealed a little about who
they are.
Let us start with the women; Veronica Winters’ painting entitled SelfPortrait Facing 40 reveals not only the artist’s age, but the expression on her
face tells of the uneasiness that one feels when reaching this age. The artist
gently metamorphosizes into the clouds and rolling waves of the ocean at dusk;
she’s fading away into the landscape and will become invisible once she hits the
dreaded age.
Sarah Lacy’s painting Blueberries Flourish Where Forest Fires Have Been
is a stark self-portrait, where the artist makes no apologies for who she is. As
viewers we are given a deadpan expression and we are confronted by her body
head on. The title implies that there has been some kind of trauma in the artist’s
life, and that she is recovering and flowering once again. Similarly, Patrice
Robinson’s portrait A Tug of War and Religion looks frankly at us – she looks
like she has been crying (a trick of her paint-handling) and yet she is defiant. She
appears triumphant after the battle.
Cat Van Doren is an artist who lives in Mexico and employs some of the Day
of the Dead imagery into her work. In this self-portrait the unpainted side of her
face looks slightly downward, avoiding our gaze, while the painted half looks
at us defiantly. Her exposed chest is somewhat hidden too – she’s half-naked
and half-nude (to reference John Berger’s ideas on how we can see the female
as object/subject). Van Doren at once lets us in, while also keeping us out. She
is half dead and half alive. It is a portrait of contrasts and ambiguities, signaling
how she is herself a complex and changing person.

3
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Christopher O’Connor likewise gives a portrait where he is exposed and
vulnerable in Portrait of a Man. The artist is laid out on a rug on a deck and we,
the viewers, are positioned above him. We assume that he is also naked from
the waist down and that we are intimately involved. His hands are drawn back,
allowing us to be drawn in, while at the same time they are poised to repel our
weight, if need be. It is a strange psychological position for us to be in.
Next we look at Mike Brewer’s Portrait of the Artist by the Artist. Here the
roles of artist and model are reversed, with the nude model painting the painter,
but he is not in the correct position, in accordance with the portrait on the canvas.
So, who and where is the painter here? We cannot place him in the room. Is he
saying that a portrait could never be an accurate reflection of him? Or that he
is always changing and so it is difficult to portray himself as stationary person?
Brewer leaves us with more questions than answers, which is okay; our psyches
are complex and messy.
Dáire Lynch’s Work in Progress also gives us a double self-portrait, although
this one is filled with tension and inner turmoil. We all have negative thoughts that
we have to deal with; this painting reassures us that we are not alone in battling
that inner voice that strangles our self-esteem. Ethan Price similarly deals with
negative emotion in his drawing Skyscraper - a sad, yet beautiful, self-portrait
where the artist is not willing to show us his face, and so, covers his eyes with
his arms. The title suggests he is a skyscraper; maybe he feels alone in a stormy
world, although we can only speculate as to the cause of his melancholy. Again,
we are able to empathize with the artist, as we have all experienced loneliness
and sorrow at some point.
By revealing something about themselves in their self-portraits, these artists
allow us to see ourselves too. We are able to understand because we recognize
those feelings. Indeed, that is what good art should do – help us make sense of
our own lives.
1. ETHAN PRICE
Skyscraper
16" x 10" Conté on Mylar
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2. CAT VAN DOREN
Catrina
35.4" x 23.6" oil on canvas
3. CHRISTOPHER O’CONNOR
Portrait of a Man
36" x 36" acrylic on canvas
4. MIKE BREWER
Portrait of the Artist by the Artist
36" x 28" oil
5. DÁIRE LYNCH
Work in Progress
17" x 15" oil on panel

MY SELF

KLOOSTERBOER ON
RANDALF DILLA’S TEMPEST

The Red Ball

I was standing on my head one morning, a red ball balanced on my
feet, when my love walked in. What are you doing, she asked
Can’t you see? I’m balancing the world on my feet, I said. Wanna
try? I could tell she wanted to. She wanted to take the world in her
hands and feel it spin. But she paused. I have to pee, she said in a
mournful tone. Back in a minute. In less than a minute, the world,
all red and glowing, was gone. So was I.
This happened over and over. I don’t know how many worlds were
lost while my love was in the bathroom.

The publisher of PoetsArtists magazine, Didi Menendez, invited me to select
the winner of the 2019 PoetsArtists Publication Award from the finalists of
the Art Renewal Center’s 14th International ARC Salon. Ahead of the official
announcement of the finalists, I received the secret link from Kara Ross, CoChairman and COO of the Art Renewal Center, prompting me to pore over
the entries identified by category, title, size, and comments, but excluding
artists’ names.
Struck by the excellence of these artworks, my task became progressively
more difficult as I looked closely at each piece and set aside those that I favored.
Although jurying is, by nature, a subjective endeavor, the lack of identifying names
gave me slightly more room for neutrality as it helped sidestep recognition bias.
My favorite pieces grew in number, all of them masterpieces in their own right
from which I had to select one. Just one… among so many exquisite paintings,
drawings, and sculptures expressing copious talent, exceptional originality, and
unmistakable craftmanship.
Numbers aren’t my thing, but there must be tens or perhaps even hundreds
of thousands of combined hours of work in this corpus of artworks. Accordingly,
I undertook my assignment with the appropriate thoughtfulness and deference.
Ultimately, I picked Randalf Dilla’s painting entitled Tempest as the recipient of
the PoetsArtists Publication Award.
Tempest by Randalf Dilla

NIN ANDREWS

Tempest was originally created for an exhibition entitled The Modern Muse,
held at Rehs Contemporary in New York. The premise of this exhibition was
to explore how the traditional notion of the muse is invoked by contemporary
artists and the ways in which their inspiration manifests itself in their work.

In Tempest, Dilla depicts dynamics that he considers his artistic inspirations.
We see a portrait of his beautiful young wife amongst elegantly framed
masterpieces on a wall—in this case Filipino masters displayed in the National
Museum in the Philippines. The museum wall and the paintings are swept
by a powerful airstream embodying the energy that grips the artist when he
contemplates great works of art.
For many great masters, the muse is often a life partner with whom the artist
shares love and life, ups and downs, horror and delight—think of Salvador Dalí
and Gala, Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo, or René Magritte and Georgette Berger.
Likewise, Dilla’s most significant muse is his wife; she’s the one who inspires
him and adds meaning to his life’s journey. She is the central figure in Tempest,
standing steadfast in the whirlwind of life, committed to being his unfaltering
rock. Her graceful, straight-backed appearance and windswept hair add to her
dramatic appearance, distinctly showing her strength and dependability.
As a backdrop, Dilla included a wall of paintings representing the enduring
influence and insight that great masterpieces offer—those are the paintings he
adores, that catch his attention, that seduce and inspire him. Dilla states, “They
give me a different energy and motivation in my art.” The magenta walls seem
to crack and tear away, while pigeons are carried away by the forces of nature,
emphasizing the drama of the moment.
There are so many things that I love about this painting. Its vivid yet subtle
color palette; its imaginative realism; its theatrical composition incorporating
figure, birds, still life, and even landscapes within a fictional setting; the dramatic
energy and lively movement; the skillful depiction of detailed elements without
overworking them, the array of intense emotions this piece conveys—all of these
factors made this painting stand out for me.
About the Artist
Randalf Dilla is a Filipino artist working in oils, whose epic paintings habitually
include philosophical, historical, and sociopolitical narratives that heavily rely
on allegorical imagery. Dilla not only masterfully captures his subject matter
in exquisite and minute detail, but also infuses his paintings with surprising
surrealistic features and a dramatic sense of movement.
Dilla has exhibited widely in the Philippines, as well as the United States,
Germany, Japan, South Korea, China, and Hong Kong. This isn’t the first time
Dilla receives an ARC award—his painting Tribute to Luna – The Parisian
Life won the Dual Category Awards, the Rehs Contemporary Galleries Award
in the Figurative Category, as well as the PoetsArtists Award selected by
Steven Alan Bennett and Dr. Elaine Schmidt in last year’s 13th International
ARC Salon Competition.
by Lorena Kloosterboer

RANDALF DILLA
Tempest
24" x 36" oil on canvas
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Clara County.

Reflection

I hike to the stone wall with my daughter,
pass through its breach to the woods.
We follow ice-topped streams, find a pool
where green is brave enough to over-winter.
She captures it in photographs -- fern leaves
bright with life, concealed under glass-thin ice.
Her still framework transcends the burbling
narrative I always spin when we’re together
and I see that I am an actor whose lines
are ephemeral, in doubt a moment after they are spoken.
Her lens turns on me. In her frame I appear to be alone
in the woods, walking away, no words,
no psychology. A woman looking for her daughter.
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